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ABSTRACT

Hardware implementation of the Plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) control strategy is an important stage of the development of the vehicle electric control unit (ECU). This paper introduces Model-Based Design (MBD) approach for implementation of PHEV energy management. Based on this approach, implementation of the control algorithm on an electronic hardware is performed using automatic code generation. The advantages of the MBD in comparison with the traditional methods are the capability of eliminating the manual coding complexities as well as compiling problems and reducing the test duration. In this study, hardware implementation of a PHEV rule-based control strategy is accomplished using MBD method. Also, in order to increase the accuracy of the results of the implementation, the data packing method is used. In this method, by controlling the primer and end data of the data packet transferred between the electronic board and the computer system, the noisy data is prevented from entering. In addition, to verify the performance of the implemented control strategy, hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is used with the two frequency rates. The results show the effectiveness of the proposed approach in correct and rapid implantation procedure.

1. Introduction

Considering the increasing number of vehicles in developing countries and increasing air pollution due to pollutants from fossil fuels and the lack of fossil fuel resources, the hybrid electric vehicle (HEV) technology is growing rapidly. Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle (PHEV) is a hybrid car that can be recharged with power grid to reduce vehicle fuel consumption. In a hybrid car, the control strategy can manage the internal combustion engine in the optimal operating region and reduce the amount of pollutants produced by the vehicle. Therefore, it is important to manage automotive energy sources and to split the required power between motor and engine.

The central control unit in a hybrid vehicle controls the operation of engine and electric motor in the optimal operating conditions [1]. Due to the complexity of the hybrid vehicle control unit, in recent years the use of hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation has been highly regarded in the development of control systems used in these vehicles. In 2004, Whiston introduced a HIL simulation system that can verify the vehicle's power control system software [2]. In [3, 4], using the Model-based design (MBD) method and HIL simulation, faults were identified and resolved in
the shortest possible time in test and development phase. In [5], HIL simulation is used to confirm the performance of the designed control strategy for a hybrid vehicle. The main step in HIL simulation is to provide the software code of the system controller. In the model-based design, this code is generated automatically from the controller model. In [6], using automatic code generation from MATLAB / SIMULINK model, a brushless DC electric motor has been controlled. The verification of the controller implementation has been done by comparing with simulation in Matlab/Simulink software. Matlab software, in addition to the real-time simulation capabilities, can generate the code automatically and connect to the electronic board and directly program the micro controller. Toyota has utilized MBD method to design and validate controllers in their latest hybrid vehicles [7]. Implementation and validation of PHEV control strategy with MBD method have been addressed in few researches with inadequate reports.

In this paper, Model-Based Design (MBD) approach for implementation of PHEV energy management is presented. For this purpose, the MBD steps are firstly described for control system development including MIL, hardware implementation and HIL. The model of a PHEV control strategy is developed in the MATLAB / SIMULINK environment and to improve the accuracy of the implementation results, the data packing method has been used. Then, using the automatic code generation, the control algorithm is implemented on the Hardware. In this way, the electronic board is ready for operation in a real system. Finally, the HIL simulation with the two frequency rates has been done to investigate the performance of the designed controller using MBD for PHEV energy management.

2. Control system development using MBD method

In this section, MBD method is introduced. The steps of control system development using MBD method along with the description of each stage are then described.

2.1. Model Based Design

Model-based design is an approach to develop efficient solutions for complex engineering problems. In this method, complicated systems can be created by using mathematical models representing system components and their interactions with their surrounding environment.

These models have many applications in the design process, including system simulation, stability analysis, and control algorithm design. These models can be used as the input to an automatic code generation tool. MBD method could help to identify weak places and mistakes in design. If the model is incomplete or not accurate, using the results of software simulation, the model can be modified in the early stages of design [8]. In order to quickly develop a control system, the employment of MBD method is essential; the features of this method are described as following [9, 10]:

- A rapid integration of design testing to continuously identify faults and eliminate defects
- The troubleshooting of the algorithm using multilayer simulation
- Automatic production of software code (optimized, embeddable C source codes from model).
- Development and replication of the design using the test system
- Automatic generation of the document and design reports
- Repeatable design to distribute the system to more processors and hardware pieces

2.2. MBD development controller

In order to control a system, a controller must be designed and implemented on an electronic board. An electronic board is referred as an embedded or mechatronic system. All steps of preparation a mechatronic system (HEV controller) for controlling a system (HEV) can be done using MBD method. In Figure 1, the V-diagram of control system design with the MBD method is shown; these steps are as follows:

- Determination of the design constraints of the controller
- Design and modeling of Controller
- Model-in-the-loop (MIL) simulation
- Rapid control Prototyping (RCP)
- Automatic code generation
- Software-in-the-loop (SIL) simulation
- Processor-in-the-loop (PIL) simulation
- Hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation
- Final verification
From the above mentioned steps of tests and simulations, only rapid prototyping and HIL simulation are performed in real-time and MIL, SIL and PIL simulations are performed in non-real-time.

In Figure 2, the sequence of MIL, SIL and PIL simulations is shown. In MIL simulation, the controller and the system are executed as a software model in the computer system. In SIL simulation, the code generated from the control algorithm and the software system models are examined on the computer system. In PIL simulation, the code of the control algorithm is placed on the target processor and the software model of the system is located on the computer system, and the whole set is examined with the maximum possible frequency rate of the data (non-real-time running of model).

During the rapid prototyping, the real-time system is connected to the real-time hardware. HIL simulation is realized in a form that plant system is running as simulation in computer or in simulator and controller is implemented on an electronic board [11, 12]. After that, the HIL simulated object can be substituted with real object, which represents the comprehensiveness of HIL simulation compared to other tests and simulations performed in the early stages of MBD method [9]. In Figure 3, schematic and real implementation of HIL test is presented.

![Figure 1: Model Based Design V-Diagram of a control system](image1)

![Figure 2: The sequence of MIL, SIL and PIL simulations Regular)](image2)

![Figure 3: HIL testing and simulation, a: Schematic, b: Real](image3)
In order to perform SIL, PIL, HIL simulation and RCP, the software code of the control algorithm is required. Using MBD approach, we can automatically generate C-code of control algorithm.

3. PHEV controller development using MBD Method

3.1. Model of PHEV rule-based control strategy

PHEVs, with two power sources, including electric motor and internal combustion engine and a high capacity battery pack can be charged through the power grid. The control strategy determines the share of electric motor and combustion engine in providing required power, and has a significant impact on performance, fuel economy and vehicle efficiency [13-14]. In order to design an energy management strategy and perform HIL testing, the model of vehicle must first be produced [15]. The PHEV model used to develop and verification of implementation of the controller is shown in Figure 4.

The structure of the used rule-based controller is schematically illustrated in figure 5. In this case, the controller determines the share of each power source, according to the requested power and Battery SOC.

3.2. Removing noisy data using data packing method

In this research, using data packing method, the noisy data entered into the electronic board and the computer system are deleted. In this method, in order to detect noise data from other data, all transmitted data in each sample time, should be packed. The created packet contains three sections, include primary data, main data, and end data. Primary data, including three English letters, are chosen arbitrarily. In main data section, data intended for transfers from origin to destination are placed. When main data includes several signals for transmission between the electronic board and the computer system, then the data should be placed in main data section respectively. Final data is the binary summation of primary and main data. In Figure 7, the created data packet to send data to the computer system is shown.
Similarly, the data sent to the electronic board is packaged. In the receiver area, the accuracy of the end and primary data is investigated. Figure 8 shows how to verify the accuracy of the end data. The precision of primary data is validated by a predefined function.

In MBD method, the software code of the controller is generated using the model of controller, and is used for electronic board programming. Specifications of the hardware used for implementation are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Micro controller</td>
<td>AT91SAM3X8E</td>
<td>(32 Bit)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operational Voltage</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input Voltage(Limited)</td>
<td>6-16</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Output Current</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEPROM</td>
<td>512</td>
<td>kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRAM</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>kb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU Clock</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>MHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, using the developed controller and PHEV models previously mentioned, the verification of implementation is carried out through HIL simulation.

4. Results and Discussions

In this section, the results of the MBD based hardware implantation of the PHEV control strategy are presented using HIL test. In this research, 115200 bps (bits per second) is considered as baud rate of simulation.
Figures 9-11, diagrams of the electric motor and internal combustion engine torque, and battery state of charge results of MIL and HIL simulation with the frequency rate of 100 Hz are shown, respectively. As shown in Figure 9, time delay between MIL and HIL simulation is 0.95S approximately. The time delay in Figures 10-11 is nearly equal to Figure 9. Due to the fact that the vehicle longitudinal dynamic is not very fast, this amount of delay is acceptable, which indicates that the selected hardware for controller is suitable for this application. Also, the results of these two tests are highly matched, which indicates the effectiveness of data packing and MBD method.

In order to investigate the effects of frequency rate on the noise and delay of transmission signals between the electronic board and computer system, diagram of electric motor torque obtained from HIL simulation with the frequency rate of 1000 Hz is shown in Figure 12. In this condition time delay between MIL and HIL simulation is 0.22S. Also, the engine torque diagram obtained from HIL testing with two frequency rates 100 and 1000 are very close together.
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5. Conclusion

In this research, PHEV energy management is implemented by applying model-based design method. In order to verify the performance of the implemented control strategy, hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) simulation is performed. The real time simulation has been done on a computer system, with the controller as external hardware. Thus, the time of PHEV control system development is significantly reduced. Furthermore, the results show that by applying MBD method for implementation, controller hardware has acceptable behaviour in comparison with the software simulation, which implies the effectiveness of MBD method. In addition, the results show that data packing method used for data transfer and receive between the electronic board and the computer, is effective in improving the performance of the electronic board.
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